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Instructions: Answer the following questions 

1. Show that the following argument is valid 
[ ( p ~ q) " ( -.p-+ r) A( r-+ s)]-+ (-.q ~ s) 

2. Show that the following argument is invalid 
[ [ ( p A q ) -+ r] " (-. q V r) 1 ~ p 

(3) 

(3) 

3. Use quantifiers and logical connectives to express that fact that every 
linear polynomial (i.e. polynomial of degree one) with real number 
coefficients has exactly one real root. · (2) 

4. Prove that every odd integer is the difference of two squares. (2) 

5. Determine whether the set z+ x z+ is countable or uncountable where z+ 
is the set of positive ~ntegers. (2) 

6. Iff and f o g are onto functions does it follow that g is onto? Justify your 
answer. (2) 

7. Solve the following recurrence relation. 
an= 5 an-1 - 6an-2 for n ~ 2 ao =1, a1 =4 (4) 

8. Find min_imal sum of product representation for the following Boolean 
function and realize the same using logic gates. 
F(w,x,y,z) = L m(0,2,5,7,8, 10, 13, 15) (4) 
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9. i) Show that an undirected graph has an even number of vertices of odd 
degree. 
ii) Let G be a graph with n vertices and e edges. Let M be the maximum 
degree of the vertices of G and let m be the minimum degree of the 
vertices of G. Show that M ~ 2e/ n ~ m. (2+2) 

10. a) What is a tree? Define preorder and postorder tree traversal 
algorithms 
b) Can two different trees have same preorder traversal sequence of 
nodes? If so, give such an example. 
c) Generate postfix representation of the following expression 

x * (y +z)- (u+v) I (z+w) * (m-p) 
(3+1+2) 

11. Select a suitable data structure for representation of directed weighted 
graphs and design an algorithm to find shortest path from a source node v 
to other nodes of the graph. Illustrate the steps of the algorithm with a 
suitable weighted digraph . .Estimate computational complexity of your 
algorithm. Will your algorithm correctly work if the edge weights have 
negative values? Justify your answer. 

·(5) 
12. Define planar graph. State Euler's formula for planar graph. Suppose that 

a connected planar graph has 10 vertices, each of degree 3. Into how 
many regions does a representation of this planar graph split the plane? 

(3) 
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